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Worx leaf mulcher manual

Device Category: OutdoorsDevice Group: Chipper Shredders Brand: Worx Model: WG430 Any question about the device? Maximum length of extension cable (ft.)11Product width (in.)22.83Product height (in.)13.98Product width (in.)22.83Amperage (am peri)13Case/maximum load capacity (bushels)86Top blade
materialOtherChipper (in.)6.8CommercialNoCord lockNoEngine Torque (ft.-lb.) 8500Power Capacity (in.)53Housing MaterialAcidian Styren (ABS)Power TypeElectricProduct Weight (lb.)ReconditionedNoReduction Ratio11:1Required extension cord rating16 gageReturnable30-DaySelf-FeedingYesStart
TypeOtherWheelsNoCertifications and Listings1-UL Listed,CSAManufacturer Lister Warranty2yr. Limited warrantyMaximum extension length (ft.)11Product width (in.)22.83Product height (in.)13.98Product width (in.)22.83Amper (amps)13Baj/maximum load capacity (bushels)86Material blade chipperCapacitate
(in.)6.8CommercialNoCord lockNoEngine Torque (ft.-lb.) 850 0Power Capacity (in.)53Housing MaterialAcidoonitrile Butadiene Stiren (ABS)Power TypeElectricProduct Weight (lb.)ReconditionedNoReduction Ratio11:1Required extension cord rating16 eggReturnable30-DaySelf-FeedingYesStart
TypeOtherWheelsNoCertifications and Listings1-UL Listed,CSA ListedManufacturer Warranty2yr. Limited warranty 1) Use two screws and wing nutes to connect both ends of the bag support ring. Place the hardware in a position that allows the bag support ring to best match the paper bag you have 2) Insert the bag
support ring into the bag below the filling line. (See Fig. J) 3) Fold the paper bag inside along the filling line of the bag. (See Fig K1,K2) 5. MOUNTING A COLLECTION SAC 1). When using a paper bag with support ring, place the bag in the holder at the top. (see paragraph 2). If you use a plastic collection bag, roll it
over the top of the stand as you would have the trash bag being used on a trash can. (See fig. 6. SCOTLAND OF A COMPLETE COLLECTION SAC1). When the bag is full, turn off the mulcher, then unplug it. Lift the mulching power head from the stand. (See Fig. L3)2). Lift the holder from the collection bag from the
ON/OFF switch is located on the underside of the engine housing part of the power head. To start, remove the switch. To stop, push the switch in. (See Fig.M2) WARNING: To prevent exposure to hot dusty air, do not stand in front of the engine vents. With mulch runs, feed double handfuls of dried leaves, or a single
handful of wet leaves in the funnel. Let the machine tear the load completely and regain speed before inserting the hand Do not overload the appliance by letting it work at low speed: this can cause the engine to stop. If this happens, turn off the switch, disconnect the appliance, empty the unshaven material from the
funnel, restart the machine and continue WARNING! Filling the mulch with unwrinkled material at a rate higher than the device may handle can lead to permanent damage to the engine. Always wear goggles and a unit requires a minimum of maintenance other than cleaning. It is recommended to clean the residues built
inside the living area during and after each use. When fully disassembled, clean the funnel cover and funnel with clean water while using a dry cloth to clean the engine casing. Replace the cutting line whenever necessary and frequently clean the air filter. Any other maintenance or repair work must be carried out.
WARNING: Direct cleaning of the engine housing with water will result in permanent damage to the engine.2. LOCATION OF THE CUTTING LINE Replace the cutting line (s) when a noticeable decrease in the efficiency of the shredding in the observed is observed. To remove the used cutting lines, cut the old lines and
draw the remaining line from the head of the spinner (f). When you install new cutting lines place each end of the new line through the two holes in the post on top of the spinner head and through so that both ends of the line are even. Then thread the lines through each corresponding ferrule, so that both ends of the line
are even. Note: There is a built-in cutter that will cut and cut performance lines in a short time more performance uses only WORX brand replacement lines. Aftermarket monofilament lines with a maximum diameter of 0.09'' (2.1 mm) maximum length of 13.8 length could be temporarily replaced. Using thicker lines, lines
of substitute material, or lines larger than 13.8 long May 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Does this come with a battery and charger? No, this model does not include a battery or charger. This is an electrical tool. How much does the 13-amp-amp-like Mulcher weigh? Worx Leaf Mulcher weighs 20 pounds. It's robust and stable
when configured, but still light enough to make it easily portable. Is the Mulcher Leaf coming preassembled? Because Worx 13 Amp Leaf Mulcher is designed for easy and compact storage when not in use, it comes to you in the same configuration. Assembling the Mulcher Leaf is fast, easy and requires no tools!
Assembling the Mulcher Leaf will only take a few minutes and will not require any tools! Remove the mulcher from the box and locate the stand. Insert the legs into the stand. Make sure the release button is aligned and hangs in position. Place the support on a stable ground. Attach the collection bag of your choice (not
included). For plastic, roll the bag opening over the top of the stand. For paper leaf collection bags (diameter 12-16), use the included support ring. Place the orange casing engine on the support. Mount the black funnel on the engine housing and fasten the clamps to secure it. Place the funnel cover on top, align the
white dots on each piece and lock the tabs to secure the lid. Before connecting it, add the cutting lines by feeding it through the holes on the and align the heads so that they are even. Push each end through the appropriate ferrets and repeat for the other side. Connect Leaf Mulcher and you're ready to go! Can I let Worx
Leaf Mulcher out all season? We do not recommend storing Leaf Mulcher out. It's designed to disassemble quickly and easily for compact storage. disassemble Leaf Mulcher for storage? Stop Worx 13 Amp Leaf Mulcher and unplug it. Separate individual parts and release security lock devices. Remove the engine casing
from the funnel. Detach the legs from the stand by pressing the lock buttons and pulling to release. Turn the stand upside down. Put the funnel in the stand. Mount the engine housing in the funnel. Place the funnel cover above the engine. The legs will fit in notches in the funnel cover. That's it! You are ready to store your
Leaf Mulcher until it is time to use it again. Your mulcher is designed to work with the cutting line and will not accommodate any type of metal blades. change the cutting line? Before you continue, stop and disconnect Leaf Mulcher for safety. Remove the mulch funnel and funnel cover. Cut out the old lines and remove
them from the spinner's head. Wire a piece of line through a set of feeding holes on top of the spinner head. Make sure the ends of the line are even. Set both ends of the line through the corresponding ferrets. Repeat for the other side. The built-in line cutter will ensure that the lines are always the right length. While
there are several steps to clean the air filter, it will only take a few minutes. Disconnect the Mulch Leaf. After it is disconnected, detach the funnel from the engine housing. Flip the engine housing so that the cutting head is facing the ground. Remove the six screws from the sides of the engine cover. They are located on
the outer edges of the engine cover. The filter is located in color against the power switch. It can be removed and cleaned. When replacing the engine housing, gently tighten the housing inwards to allow the housing to lock again. Re-enter the six screws and tighten. Flip the engine housing and reattach the funnel. What
kind of extension cord should I use with Worx Leaf Mulcher? The right extension cable will ensure that you achieve the performance you expect and extend the life of the mulcher. Look for an extension cord rated for outdoor use and make sure the cable gauge is suitable for the length you use. WG430 is a 120V, 13 Amp
tool, so check for gauge and length on the grid here, or in your manual. Local hardware or garden supply store Be happy to help you select the right cable to meet your needs. Carefully examine the owner's manual for all safety information and instructions. Follow safety measures while using any power tools – including
wearing goggles, gloves, appropriate shoes &amp; &amp; and keeping hair tied at the back. See the owner's manual for complete safety instructions and details. I lost my manual. Is there a place where I can get more information? You can download the manual here. Our friendly customer service team will be happy to
answer any questions you may have at 1-866-354-9679 (Worx). What is the guarantee/guarantee? If you decide that Worx Leaf Mulcher is not the right tool for you, we offer you a money back guarantee of 30 days from the date of receipt (less shipping and handling). Please call our customer service center at 1-866-354-



9679 (WORX) and we will be happy to help. See more information here. We know that your tools are indispensable, so we cover every instrument with a 2-year limited warranty for consumers. You can extend the warranty to 3 years by registering online within 30 days of purchase. Do you already have Leaf Mulcher?
Register now! Parts subject to normal wear are not covered by the machine's warranty. See more information about our warranty here. Where can I get spare parts? Do you need more line? Have you lost your bag holder? Many accessories are available online under Accessories. Accessories.
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